A general method is introduced to obtain the propagation constants of the inhomogeneous dielectric waveguide. The periodic Fourier transform is applied to the normalized Maxwell's equations and makes the field components periodic. Then they are expanded in Fourier series. Finally, the trapezoidal rule is applied to approximate the convolution integral which leads to a set of coupled second-order differential equations that can be solved as an eigenvalue-eigenvector problem. The normalized propagation constant can be obtained as the square roots of the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrices. The proposed method is applied to the dielectric waveguide with a two-layered dielectric profile in the transverse direction, and the first four-confined TE modes are obtained. The propagation constants for the mentioned dielectric waveguide are also derived analytically and are then compared with those derived by the proposed method. Comparison of results shows the efficacy of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Dielectric waveguide with various or inhomogeneous dielectric layers profile has been addressed in many research literatures. The accurate determination of propagation characteristic for such a transmission media is essential in design and optimization of various types of optical and millimeter wave devices. Several computation methods have been proposed to obtain the propagation characteristic of the planar graded-index dielectric waveguide. Some approximate analytical methods such as WKB [1] , perturbation method [2] , IBMOM [3] , and GIBMOM [4] are effective for computing the propagation characteristic of these types of waveguides. Other methods that use computationally intensive methods such as sine/cosine expansion methods [5, 6] , finite difference methods [7] , and finite element methods [8] are also effective for this purpose. A proper method for computing the propagation characteristic of inhomogeneous dielectric waveguide is presented, which is based on the periodic Fourier transform. The periodic Fourier transform has been established in several literatures. In [9] the periodic Fourier transform was proposed to investigate the scattering problems in a periodic structure with finite extent, while in [10] it was used to analyze a series of transition in dielectric waveguide. In this paper, a method in [10] will be developed to determine the propagation constants of inhomogeneous dielectric waveguides. To show the validity of the proposed method, the method is applied to a two-layered dielectric waveguide. But, the application of the proposed method is not essentially restricted to the multilayer dielectric waveguide profile, and can be easily applied to any inhomogeneous dielectric waveguide profiles.
WAVE PROPAGATION IN GRADE-INDEX WAVEGUIDE
In this section, the propagation constant for the TE waves in inhomogeneous slab dielectric waveguide is derived. Cartesian coordinates Oxyz is introduced and oriented such that Oz is parallel to the direction of propagation and Ox is in the direction of the dielectric profile variation as shown in Figure 1 . The geometry and the fields are also uniform and have no variation in the y-direction. The value of dielectric constant changes in the transverse direction as a function of x. The dielectric is assumed to be linear, isotropic and its permeability set is equal to the free space permeability. The fields are time harmonic and complex variables. They have only x and z dependency. The Electric field intensity E, Magnetic field intensity H, and Electric flux density D are normalized by 4 μ 0 /ε 0 , 4 ε 0 /μ 0 , and ε 0 4 μ 0 /ε 0 , respectively.In these relations, ε 0 and μ 0 are the permittivity and permeability of free space, respectively. The dielectric constant can be decomposed into two parts, namely, constant and nonconstant parts and expressed as
The reciprocal of relative permittivity distribution is denoted by η(x) = 1/ε(x) and decomposes as
The first part is equal to 1/ε s , while the last part is not equal to 1/ε nc (x) since ε nc (x) is zero in the region which is filled with dielectric waveguide slab. Although many relations which are mentioned here are the same as those in [10] , they will be mentioned here for simplicity.
From normalized Maxwell's equations, one has the following relations:
In these equations, k 0 is the wave number in free space. The dielectric constant has inhomogeneous profile in the transverse x direction and the required constitutive relation is in the form
Applying the periodic Fourier transform to (3), the following equations will be achieved:
All of the transformed relations are periodic in terms of x, because of the periodic nature of periodic Fourier transform. So they can be approximately expanded in the truncated Fourier series. By introducing the (2N + 1) × 1 column matrices which have the Fourier series coefficients of all the electromagnetic fields components, the equations yield the following relations:
In the above equations, the matrices X(α) and [[ ε nc ]](α) are derived by
Here, δ n,m is the Kronecker delta and ε c,n (α) is the nth-order Fourier coefficients of ε c (x, α) and it is given by
Taking L + 1 equispace sample points between [0, 2π/d] and approximate the convolution integral by applying the trapezoidal rule to it, the following will eventually arrive:
Introduce (L + 1) × (2N + 1) × 1 column matrices to express the discretized Fourier coefficients at (L + 1) sample points by
So (6)- (8) can be rewritten in the form
with Finally, from (15), one can obtain the following secondorder differential equation as d 2 dz 2 e y (z) = −k 2 0 C e e y (z)
with
Similar to the TM modes, the normalized Maxwell's equations and the constitutive relations are as follows:
Following the same procedure with the TE case, we obtain the following relations
The expression of [[[η]]] is driven just by replacing the notation ε by η in (11), (12), (17), and (18). From (26), one can obtain another coupled differential equation as
The propagation constant for TE and TM modes can be obtained by solving coupled second-order differential equations (19) and (27) as an eigenvalue-eigenvector problem.
The following example demonstrates how to use this method to find the propagation constant for a typical dielectric waveguide with two-layered dielectric profile.
DESIGN EXAMPLE
In this section, the proposed method is applied to a dielectric waveguide with a two-layered profile [11] . The profile of dielectric waveguide has the following form:
The height of the mentioned dielectric waveguide is equal to 2λ 0 , λ 0 is the wavelength in free space. The first layer has the dielectric constant equal to 6.25 and the second one has the dielectric constant equal to 2.25. Table 1 shows the exact normalized propagation constants for four-confined TE mode in this waveguide. These normalized propagation constants are derived analytically [11] . Normalized propagation constants for the mentioned waveguide are also derived by the proposed method and by selecting the number of integration segments and truncation order equal to 30 and 20, respectively. Figure 2 shows the relative error rate of the obtained propagation constants versus the truncated order N and with the fictitious periods d = 3λ 0 . Comparison of the numerical results shows the convergence of the propagation constants versus the truncation order N. The values of error rates are also increased as the order of TE modes is increased. Figure 3 shows the error rate for first TE mode versus truncation order N and the fictitious periods d = 0.2λ 0 , 0.5λ 0 , λ 0 , 2λ 0 , and 5λ 0 . The number of integration segments is also equal to 30 in Figure 3 . The convergence of error rate for the fictitious periods d = 0.2λ 0 , 0.5λ 0 , and λ 0 is fast, while for other fictitious periods, there is a slow convergence and they have worse accuracy limit. Figure 4 shows the error rate for the first TE mode versus number of integration segments and with the fictitious periods d = 0.2λ 0 , 0.5λ 0 , λ 0 , 2λ 0 , and 5λ 0 . The number of truncation order is also selected equal to 15 during the numerical procedure. As Figure 4 shows, the convergence of error rate for the fictitious periods d = λ 0 , 2λ 0 and 5λ 0 is much faster than the fictitious periods d = 0.2λ 0 and 0.5λ 0 . It shows also that increasing the number of integration segments after a certain number will no longer alter the error rate. While for small value of this number and for the fictitious periods d = 0.2λ 0 and 0.5λ 0 , there is a really worse accuracy limit. So by selecting a large fictitious period, the convergence of error rate with respect to L becomes better, while the convergence of the relative error rate with respect to N becomes worse.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the periodic Fourier transform has been applied for finding the propagation constant of inhomogeneous dielectric waveguides. The proposed method is straightforward and does not need any boundary condition. The normalized field quantities became periodic by apply- ing the periodic Fourier transform to them. First, the truncation order Fourier transform of field quantity was derived. Next, by applying the trapezoidal rule to approximate the convolution integral, a set of coupled second-order differential equations was found. Then they were solved as an eigenvalue-eigenvector problem for finding the propagation constant of an inhomogeneous dielectric waveguide. To validate, a two-layered dielectric waveguide was selected as an objective and propagation constant for four-confined TE was computed by the proposed method. There is a good agreement between the results of the proposed method and those from the literature.
